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QUESTION 1

Even the most insulated and __________ government has to be concerned today about the popular mind; some
systems may be less __________ than others, but at some point all must pay attention. 

A. parochial; vociferous 

B. corrupt; theoretical 

C. arbitrary; sensitive 

D. obscure; reined 

E. vibrant; responsive 

Correct Answer: C 

The last phrase in the sentence, "but at some point, all most pay attention" implies that the second missing word must
mean attentive. Among the choices for this word, it is only "sensitive" and "responsive" which have this meaning. But an
insulated (meaning with no touch with the people) government cannot be described as a "vibrant" one. So, "arbitrary;
sensitive" is the answer. 

 

QUESTION 2

If a 1/4 ounce of yellow dock is used, how much watercress should be used? 

Read the set of directions below to answer the questions. 

This formula is for people with deficiencies and anemic conditions. It aids in the body absorption of vital 

minerals such as iron, calcium, zinc, potassium, and sulfur. Take the following ingredients: Parsley root, 

Comfrey root, Yellow dock, Watercress, Nettles, Kelp Irish moss. Simmer slowly equal parts of these herbs 

with four ounces to a half-quart of water. Continue to simmer slowly until the volume of liquid is reduced by 

half. 

Strain, reserve the liquid, and cover the herbs with water once more. Then simmer again for 10 minutes. 

Strain and combine the two liquids. 

Cook the liquid down until the volume is reduced by half. Add an equal amount of blackstrap molasses. 

Take one tablespoon four to five times daily, not exceeding four tablespoons in a 24-hour period. 

A. 1/2 ounce 

B. 1/3 ounce 

C. 1/4 ounce 

D. 1 ounce 
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Correct Answer: C 

The directions say to mix equal parts of all the herbs listed. 

 

QUESTION 3

If a patient follows the directions correctly, how often could the medicine be taken? 

Read the set of directions below to answer the questions. 

This formula is for people with deficiencies and anemic conditions. It aids in the body absorption of vital 

minerals such as iron, calcium, zinc, potassium, and sulfur. Take the following ingredients: Parsley root, 

Comfrey root, Yellow dock, Watercress, Nettles, Kelp Irish moss. Simmer slowly equal parts of these herbs 

with four ounces to a half-quart of water. Continue to simmer slowly until the volume of liquid is reduced by 

half. 

Strain, reserve the liquid, and cover the herbs with water once more. Then simmer again for 10 minutes. 

Strain and combine the two liquids. 

Cook the liquid down until the volume is reduced by half. Add an equal amount of blackstrap molasses. 

Take one tablespoon four to five times daily, not exceeding four tablespoons in a 24-hour period. 

A. once every six hours 

B. once every four hours 

C. once every three hours 

D. once every two hours 

Correct Answer: A 

The dosage indicates not to exceed four tablespoons in a 24-hour period, so the patient should take it no more than
every six hours. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the main reason for taking this formula? 

Read the set of directions below to answer the questions. 

This formula is for people with deficiencies and anemic conditions. It aids in the body absorption of vital 

minerals such as iron, calcium, zinc, potassium, and sulfur. Take the following ingredients: Parsley root, 

Comfrey root, Yellow dock, Watercress, Nettles, Kelp Irish moss. Simmer slowly equal parts of these herbs 
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with four ounces to a half-quart of water. Continue to simmer slowly until the volume of liquid is reduced by 

half. 

Strain, reserve the liquid, and cover the herbs with water once more. Then simmer again for 10 minutes. 

Strain and combine the two liquids. 

Cook the liquid down until the volume is reduced by half. Add an equal amount of blackstrap molasses. 

Take one tablespoon four to five times daily, not exceeding four tablespoons in a 24-hour period. 

A. to increase the absorption of minerals 

B. to reduce the absorption of minerals 

C. to get rid of unnecessary minerals 

D. to serve as a mineral supplement 

Correct Answer: A 

The passage indicates that the formula increases or boosts the absorption of minerals in the body. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of this passage? 

"The $100 Bill" Samantha pedaled quickly, glancing down at her watch as often as her balance would allow. The
clock\\'s face read 10:57, sending a spike of panic shooting up her spine. She bent further over her bike, willing her legs
to go faster. She screeched to a stop in front of a large restaurant bearing a bright blue, neon sign, her ears ringing,
sweat breaking out on her skin. She hurriedly locked her bike to the lone pole positioned in front of the building, before
pushing her way through the heavy glass front doors. "You\\'re late." Samantha stopped short, turning to face her boss.
She was greeted with a stern face, her boss\\' lips a thin line. She shook her head in apology. "I\\'m sorry, Paul. My
bike\\'s tires were flat, and I forgot my I.D. badge, so I had to turn back ?"Paul held up his hand, cutting her off. "Just
don\\'t let it happen again." Samantha threw her hair into a ponytail, hoping her shift would prove more successful as the
day wore on. She nearly ran to her first table of the day, plastered a smile on her face, and greeted her first customers
of the day. She responded to their questions politely, though her mind was still occupied by Paul\\'s disappointed
expression as she ran in the door. Despite her initial mistakes, Samantha worked hard to remain chipper and upbeat,
answering her customers\\' questions to the best of her ability, forcing herself to smile when her eyes began to glaze
over with tears. As her first customers left, she caught the eye of the elderly gentleman with the group. He winked, and
walked through the doors. Confused, Samantha began to gather the dishes from the table and there, staring up at her,
was a crisp $100 bill. She let a tear roll down her cheek. Her day had just gotten better. 

A. to teach the audience about proper workplace etiquette 

B. to warn against tardiness in the workplace 

C. to tell a hopeful story about a down-on-her-luck waitress 

D. to convince the audience to leave generous tips 

Correct Answer: C 
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